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DmlODUCTIOW 

Aerial photographic interpretation is the process of examining objects on 
aerial photographs and determining their significance (Quackenbush 1960, 
Avery 1968). It is often .:lefined as both AllT and SCIENCE because the 
process, and the quality of the derived information, is often of a 
qualitative nature and much depends on the trainlng 1 ability, dedication 
and !magi.nation of the photo interpreter to make specific 1dent1£1cations 
and complex inferences. 

It is dlfflcult to describe photographic interpretation without also 
discussing two other related disciplines. plaocogr.,..try and remote 
•ensiJIB. Photogrammetry is defined as the science of obtaining reliable 
lnformati.>n about physical objects and the env1romaent by measuring 
photographic images (Thompson and Gruner 1980). Remote sensing is the 
broader field of techniques that utilize some type of electromagnetic 
energy to record information about a target surface vi thout physical 
contact (Sabins 1986). Photo interpretation is one of the original forms 
of remote send!l& and probably still one of the most pract:iced forms, 
although the use of satellite and aircraft imaging sensors han increased 
dramatically in the past twenty years and will undoubtedly increase in 
utilization in the enviromaental sciences. 

Aerial photographs bave been usMd successfully in courtroom proce•dings 
for many years and prf'•ride distinct advantages for gathering and 
presenting information about the earth's surface and 1 ta processes. 
However, extracting useable information from aerial photographs ls often 
more complex than it may seem to those unfamiliar with the technology. 

This paper will review the basics of aerial photographic interpretation 
and discuss some of the lss\les related to its utiliza:ton ln a legal 
arena. 

BIITOll'f 

The first recorded aerial photograph vaa talum from a balloon by Frenchman 
Cupard Fellx Tournaehon ht 1858. By 1860 • .Americans Samuel King and J. W. 
llack had taken photographs of Boaton f roa a balloon and General George 
McClellan used balloon-baaed aerial photograph• extensively to determine 
enemy poaittons during the United States Civil \lar (Quackenb1.1ah 19ti0). 

'ftle widespread use of aerial photography and photo interpretation began 
with the first world war, obviously correlated with the expanding use of 
aircraft for mil 1 tary purpose•. By the 1920 • s. govemaent agencies. 1".JCh 
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as the U. S. Geological Survey and the Army Map service had realized the 
tremendows economic potential of aerial photographs in making maps. Other 
agencies, such as the Department of Agriculture and the Forest Service, 
began using aerial photographs extensively in resource inventories, crop 
assessments and land use planning. 

World War II was the impetus for the formalization of photogrammetry and 
photo interpretation as accepted sciences. Photo intel: .gence played a 
paramounc rule in Vorld Var II. Highlights include the a!r photo 
dlscoveries of the Nazi concentration camps and the Vl and V2 missile 
capabllitid. An interesting account of World Var 11 photo lnterpretacion 
can be fosind in •Air Spy•. by Constance lablngton Smith (1957). 

Aft:11>,.. '·orld Var II, the utilization of aerial photographs and the 
sub.equent expansion of science in the field of remote sensing has been 
phenomenal. A"1ery (1960, page 8) lists 58 different routine applications 
of aerial photographs ranging from aeronautical engineering (calibrating 
aircraft ,arts) to zoology (populations inventories). 

Photography even found its way into space. Military and intetligem:e 
programs of many countries recognized the strategic value of orbital 
photographic platforms. Research on developing and deploying 
earth-orbiting photographic sensors began in the 1950's and early 
intelligence satellites were successfully operating as early as 1960. A 
fascinat:ing account of one such program can be found in the; recently 
released and declassified CIA document •coRONA: America's First Satellite 
Program", (Ruffner 1995). 

TU ftillCIPLU or Aii. PHOTO Itl'?El.PUTATIOR 

The art and science of air ~hoto interpretation ls often minimized and 
misconstrued with the simple process of everyday vision. Indeed, aerial 
photographs that are taken from oblique angles and represent 'not'1114l' 
vievin& perspectives. ere often easier to interpret and understand. 
However. moat aerial photographs are taken for utric mapping purposes and 
are therefore taken from a vertical perspective vhieb allOWll much greater 
mathematical fidelity but presents a perspective unfamiliar to un~ralned 
observers. ln terms of cour:room applications, critical mistakes can be 
ude by professionals using aerial photographs but without experience, 
training or ~~•dentiala in the process of formal aerial photo 
interprecation. The following is a &Ullllllary of some of the fundamental 
element& of the photo interpretation process. 

The are several important characterbtlcs of the aeri.al photograph that 
are important to the process of extracting meaningful and accurate 
information from them. It should be remembered that nearly all photo 
interpretation is performed with the atd of optical instruments that 
ugnify and enhance the interpretation process. 
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VISIBLE LIGHT: It is important to note that aerlal phot:ographs capture 
visible light onto photographic emulsions or digital H'lsors. This should 
be differentiated from other remotely sensed images, that may also capture 
reflected electro-magnetic (EM) energy in other non-visible parts of the 
EK spectrum. This difference is important in that other parts of the 
electr011agnetic spectrum react very differently with objects on the 
earth's surface and a full unders~.nding of these interactions is 
necessary for accurate interpretar.ion. An in-depth discussion of visible 
llght and the electro-magnetic spectrum can be found in Sabins (1986/. 

SCALE: Scale refers to the simple ratio of the distance between two 
points on an image or map, and the corresponding distance on the ground 
(Sabins 1986). A common scale on U.S. Geological Survey mapplng products 
(and aerial photographs) is 1:24.000, indicating that l inch on the map 
equals 24,000 inches on the ground. Aerial photographic scales vary 
widely, from satellite images that have scales of l to several million to 
engineering applications that have scales of 1:100. Seale is critical to 
the ability to distinguish small objects of fine detail. Scale is 
determined by several far,tors including the altitude of ~he aircraft, the 
focal length of the camera and the magnification factor of photographic 
reproduction. 

USOLUTION: Photographic resolution refers to the ability to distinguish 
between closely spaced objects on an ima"e (S1blns b86). It ts 
determined by a number of factors includ.Lng scale and the optical 
properties of the e311era system. 

COl!ITIAST: Contrast or the contrast ratio refers to the mathematical 
reladonship between the darkest: parts of an image and tht> brightest parts 
of an tmaae. Higher contrast ratios usually improve the image's 
incerpretability. 

From Avery (1968) and Colwell (1960), there are aeve1. principles of object 
recognition that are utilized, consciously or unconsciously, by the 
•xperienced photo analyst in extracting information from aerial 
photographs. These are: 

SIAR • Many objects have unique shape aa c primary factor in their 
identification. 

Siii • Both the absolute aiae, as mathematically computed and relative 
1iae of objects vlth respect to surrounding objects are important clues to 
the identification of features on aerial photographs. 

TOii/COLOR - Objects have different qualities of light reflectance and 
this ls often a major clue in their identification. Color, as recoi:ded on 
aerial photographs, bas obvious identlf lcacion cbaracterlstica and lave ls 
of gray, on black-and·¥hite photographs. t:ell th• photo interpreter 
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important characteristics of an objects interaction with light 

PA'l'lll.ll - The spatial arrangement of features, especially in the natural 
sciences. is a fundamental key to the photo interpreter. Trees planted in 
rows in regular intervals display a pattern indicating an orchard as 
opposed to a natural fc ~st. 

SRA.DOV - Shadows are a undamental element of the photo interpretation 
process. Analysis of tne shadow of an object often reveals critical 
structural characteristics that may not be readily apparent from the 
object itself due to the vertical viewing angle. 

TOPOCBAPllY • Many objects and processes on the earth's surface are 
fundaaentally related to the topographic setting or 'lay of the land' in 
which they are located. Especially impoi-tant for the ldentificac:ion oi 
plants anu trees, the relative elevation, drainage feaC\ares and geologic 
and aoil conditions are important elf:l11t.nt:s for understanding naturAl 
objects and processes. 

'llXTDU · The degree of coarsen••• or .Amoothn•ss of an area on photo 
images can be a critical element for identific•tlon purposes. 

Other Factor1 

There are two other factors in the interpretation process that should be 
mentioned as they are critical to air photo interpreters. 

ITIUOSCOPIC VtlVIRO • One of the moat important:: tools ln aerial 
photographic int:erpretation is the ability to view objects in thr•e 
dimensions via stereoscopic parall:~. &early all standard aerial 
photograph• are lllaged in such a way that approximately 60• of each frame 
of imagery overlays the previous frame. As a result, any particular c.bject 
is imaged twice, on successive photographs, and at slightly different 
angles. By optically combining both images with some type of vievi11g 
device, a three dimensional scene 1s observed, greatly t nhanctng the 
ability to discriminate and interpret various objects and situations. 

CO!IVU.GDCI or !VlDIRCI • One final point that should be made about aerial 
photographic interpretation la what labben (1960) termed 1 Cotn•rgence of 
Evidence• . This term refera to a aore complex process of deduction to 
determine the identification of an object or aituation. After identifying 
the simpler landscape components on an image, the interpreter, through 
logical deduction !a able to make judgements of probability. The 
background and experience of the interpreter plays an important role here. 
An excellent example of this concept can be found in Colwell (1960, page 
109-111) where the analysts goes through a step by step process to 
determine tha~ a large land1cape feature on an aerial photograph ts. in 
fact, a military cemetery. 
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Aerial photographs and the infonution derived from them ,\re of course 
highly valuable to the caurcroom and to legal p'C'oceedings. This is 
especially true for those involving natural resources or the environment. 
although any applications of aerial photographic analysis could 
conceivably be '.mportant to litigation. Photographs represent reality at 
a given point" in time and present a powerful demonstraeive tool ln 
evidentiary applications. Ciccone (1986) da1110nstrated that the 
'information retention' of an average person is increased dramatically 
when visual ai<!s are used it1 addition to simple verbal 1nfor11ation alone. 
In this regard, photographs present an extremely powerful tool in the 
courtroom. Photographs can powerfully depict altered landscapes. changes 
in natural condi don, vehicuh.r activity and many other conditions that 
can hav• direct bearing on legal issues. 

Latin. ec al (1976) and Uhlir (1990) categorized thrAe remote sensing 
applications in the legal arena: (l) applications primarily aimed at the 
development of public formal policy. ( 2) investigatory applicat:ions, and. 
(l) applications expected to produce adaisdble evidence. Admissibility 
and the formal rules of evidence would apply to all data to varying 
degrees of scrutiny depending on whether the application was criminal, 
civil o;: administrative. Although there has been significant utilization 
of aerial photography and other remote sensing systems in the first tvo 
above categories. the actual use as evidence has been somewhat limited, 
mostly due to a general lack of knowledge and uncertairtty over privacy and 
••arch and seizure issues. which are not yet fully addressed through 
judicial decision. Al&o, another possibility is that the effectiveness of 
the photographic medium is so strong in the pretrial and discovery stages 
that many cases are settled before the actual trial phase (Uhlir 1990). 

Aerial photographic and other remote sensing products offer several 
distinct advantages for environmental monitoring (l<roeck and Shelton 
1982). 

l. Imagery creates a permanent record of morphological 
characteristics and activities at a alngle point in 
time that is generally adals1ible as dellonstrative 
evidence in U.S. Courts. 

2. Imagery archives dating back '-" che 1920'• and 
sometime• earlier, can be used tw. create a hbtorlcal 
profile of envirot1211entally aigniftcant activity. 

3. Imaging techniques are often cost-effective 
alternatives to labor-intensive, ground-baaed 
techniques. Also. they are an excellent 
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alternative vhen ground·ba3ed methods are impossible 
or i1up:ractic.1l. 

4. In general cerms. legally·admissible remote sensing 
can be accomplished without a search warrant. 

~. Remote Sensing products can be easily 
highly accurate measut'ements, maps. 

Information Systems (GIS) data or other 
cartographic products. 

kgples 

converted into 
Geographic 

Remote sensing and aerial photography have been successfully used in a 
number of enviro1'1118ntal monitoring applicat!ons Some examples include: 

l. Sludge deposited for years in Lake Champlain by a pulp and paper 
company eventually moves across the center line of the lake which 
is also the boundary between Vermont and New York (and also becveen 
EPA Region l and 2). Ver1D0nt claims that its waters have beef' 
degraded and wants che company to pay for clean up. A Special 
Kaster. assigned by the Supreme Court, studies the issue and rules 
in favor of Vermont. The key piece of evidence is a llWltlspectral 
scanner lmage from the LANDSAT satellite (Felsher 1993). 

2. A steel plant on the shores of "'•ke Michiran is charged wit:h 
polluting the waters from which Chicago draws its drinking water 
supplies. EPA scientists uae a thermal infrared image and a 
SKYLAB photograph to prove that the heated discharge water does in 
fact migrate to the City of Chicago's water supply intake 
(Felsher 1993). 

3. In the first defense of the Comprehensive Response Compensation 
and Liability Act (CEICLA), better known as •superfund•, aerial 
phot:ographs play a critical role in establishing Uabillty for 
a drum re-cycling facility and the operation of a caustic disposal 
lagoon. suspected of polluting the local groundvater (Tejada 
1986). 

4. In 1982, IPA requests a second lnapeetlon of alr·pollutlon control 
equipaent at the Dov Chemical Facility ln Midland, Kichlgan. Utae,n 
denied the second vlstt. £PA aacurea the services of a COllllercial 
aerial photographer to overfly and photograph the faciU.ty. Upon 
discovering the aerial overflight. Dow sues. elalalng violation of 
trade secret:a and invasion of privacy. The cHe eventually ends up 
ln the Supreme Court of the United States. where on May 19. 1986. 
the caH 1s decided ln favor of the govemaent - a landmark legal 
decision (Dov Cheaical v. United States 1986, Koplov 1992). 
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Aeriai Pb9to1r1pbJ and tbt Conatltutlon 

The u.e of aerial photography by government for purposes of domestic 
law enforcement ha9 naturally raised a number of legitimate concerns 
relating to individual privacy and the bounda of legal authority. The 
legal issues surrounding the use of overhead remote sensing techniques for 
monitoring and enforcemeut revolve largely arouni the history and 
interpretations of the Fourth Amendaent guarantees against unreasonable 
search and Sdizure. The constitutional guarantee arainst unreasonabl• 
searches is a complex ccncept in the American model of civil lib~rties. 
Since l914. in \leelta v. Uniud States, the Supreme Court rul•1.' thar 
evidence obtained t~rough an illegal search (without a war· ,n 
probable caWJe) could not be used in a federal crimir 
Subsequent Supreme Court decisions have further extended t.l 

unvarranted se2rches to include remote monitoring a~tiviti• •t 
involve physical trespaa , such as vtretapplna and .ic 
eavesdropping (Volkomer 1972). ln the 1967 Katz v. Untt•d .J11. the 
seminal case in search and seizure lssues. the Supreme Court seL •. 1c tvo 
lines of inquiry to define searches that may be permissible without .J 

warrant. First, has there been exhibited an actual, subjective 
expectation of privacy and, second, ls this expectation nne tnat sochty 
is prepared to accept as reasonable? 

To date the landmark legal decision concerning remote senaing and law 
enforcement is Dow Chemical Company v. Th• Uni.ted States UCoplow 1992). In 
an attempt to enforce Clean Air Act regulations, £PA sought access to the 
DOV Chemical plant in Midland Michigan. w"hen access was refu.ed, EPA 
cotltracced for &G aerial photographic overflight, using a standard uoping 
camera. Upon discovering £PA actions. Dov brought suit claiming that EPA 
violated ~rade·secrets law. acted outside of lts authority and conducted 
an illegal search under the Fourth Amendment. Eventually, cha Supreme 
Court ruled. ln a close 5.4 decision. that £PA had acted legally in the 
acqubltion of the aerial phot.ographs. Although there were two othet key 
elemencs in the Dov decision. trade secrets law and the statutory 
authority of the EPA, the uin issue focusa11d on whether an aerial 
photographic overflight was an unreasonable search under the Fourth 
Amendment . 

lglctatln Of higcy; Curtlla11 ysl Ogg FltHI 

Expectation of privacy is a key eleaent of the Fourth Allendllent 
interpretations. especially aa applied to the individual in society. Dov 
Che•lcal relied heavily on this principle, baaed primarily on trade 
secrets laws and the right to be protected from industrial espionage. The 
queatlon to be posed simply becomes 'Do Industrial facilities have the 
saae right to a reasonable expectation of privacy that we grant to the 
indl.vidual in society?• Two key legal concepts are relevant to this 
question, curti1•1• and P"D fielda. Curtllage ls simply defined as the 
yard or courtyard surrounding a dvelllng, uaually within a fence or some 
other type of perlaeter security device. The curtUage of the individual 
boae, under traditional common lav. bu enjoyed alaost the •- Fourth 
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Amendment protection that is afforded inside the home. An individual 
within the curtilage of his/her home has a reasonable expectation of 
privacy that cannot be intruded upon. except by warrant (Dow 1986, page 
8). Op41t1 Fields, on the other hand, have been defined as out:·of·doors 
areas, 1 .. n immediately surrounding the home. where the individual does NOT 
have a reasonable and legitimate expectation of privacy (Oliver v. United 
States l~'..4). Dov tried unsuccessfully to claim trust the open areas of a 
large industrial complex were analogous to a concept of industrial 
curdlage. 

Although the court held that a company has a reasonable and legitimau 
expectat:ion of privacy within their covered buildings, thh expectation cf 
privacy does NOT translat:e to the outdoor areas of a manufaccuring plant 
(Dov 1986. page 10). 

SocltS•l.Acceptanee 

The second key inquiry from Katz is the test of whether the expectation of 
privacy is one t.hat sodety ls willing to accept. Traditionally. ln cases 
of the rights of individuals. this ruling has been very broad. However, 
it is clear that the court was not willing to extend this same standard to 
commercial enterprises. Justice Burger wrote that the homeovners interest 
in his dwelling is very different from the interest of the ovner of 
commercial property with respect to being free from inspections (Dow 1986, 
Page 10). 

However. the legal debate surrounding aerial photographs, satellite remote 
seming and related issue& is likely to continue. The I>Gw decision, in 
many ways. raised as many questions as it answered. Several commencators 
such as Koplow (1992), Gootee (1990) and others have asserted that the 
Supreme Court simply erred on key points of the technology and lt• 
liaitatlons. Further, the rapidly advancing technology of remote sensing 
science is likely to create legal considerations beyond the limitations of 
visible light and human vision which were fundamental to the Dow decision 
and simple aerial photograp~y. 

PRACTICAL COllSIDUA'l'IORS 

The are several practical considerations that should be kept in mind when 
considering the use of aerial photography ln a legal framework. 

08TAI•D1C AllUAL fllOTOCIAnl - Obtaining historical and current aerial 
photographs ls a non-n·ivial process that routinely involves months of 
research and effort. Historical aerial photographs are generally 
available through a number of government and private sources and obtainlng 
current aerial phot'ographic overflights requires planning and concractlng. 
The Earth Science Information Center of t:he U.S. Geological Survey ls an 
excellent starting point. 
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ISTEllPU'tA'tI~ UP!l'l"ISE • Although aerial photographs are routinely Wiled 
by many professionals in a viJe variety of fields the occasional 
interpretation of photos does !IOT ne~euarUy equa~ e to belng an expert in 
all a:ii;tJects of photo interpretation. This is especially ttue ;;.f the 
applf ca don of interest starts to deviate. ev•n slightly, from t:he urrov 
focus of an analyst:• s routine use c.f photographs. Photographic ex.perts 
are available from a variety of prhate and pubUe bun::itut.ions and the 
American Society for Photogrammecry and Remote Sensing (ASPRS) operates a 
certiflc ... _ion program for practicioners tn re110ce sensing. aedal 
photography and re lated diseip lines. 

&ULES OF EVIllDCE • Depending on the legal application. get:ting aerial 
photos introduced as evidence requires tlme and special handling. Simply 
obtaining an aerial photograph that may have special si&f'iflcanet: to a 
case. h often just the first: step ln many situadons. a CElttlJ'ICATIOll 
OF ORIGt •• AL COPY is required and CHAlR·OF·Cl.:STODY rules and handling of 
photographic matertab are required. These often take significant amounts 
or lme and effort and requires months of ">r .. or planning. 

FOR ADDITIONAL Il!l1'0IHATI08 • additional inf.,r:mat:ion on aerial photagr•phy, 
photogrammetr) and remote sensing is available in several excellent 
documents produced by the USCS Earth S>':ienc lnforma:lon Center (103-648-
6045) :..nd the American Society for Phot:ogramme··"•· and llemoce Sensing (301· 
493-C290). 

Although t:he research described in this doc\ll:lent has been fW'tded wholly or 
in part by the U.S. Environmencal Protection Aganey. it does not 
necasaarUy reflect the views of the Arancy and no official endorsement 
should be inferred. 
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extraction useable information from aerial photographs is often more complex \hen r. nvf Hem to 1hose unfamiliar 
with the technology. This paper wl revieW the basica of aerial photoorap!i1: Jnterrnttamon and dllcuK some of the 
issues ratated to Its utllzatfon in a legal arena. 
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